Undergraduate Council  
March 10, 2010  
Rowe Conference Room, the Knight Library

1. Approval of minutes (5 mins.)

2. Go over timeline for spring campus-wide grade culture discussion (10 mins.)

3. Update from Andrew Bonamici on grade culture blog; recruit co-moderators? (20 mins.)

4. Review last revisions to FAQ; add professors’ questions? (15 mins.)

5. Establish format for town hall meetings; recruit UGC participants (15 mins., or skip until April if we’re behind schedule)

6. Policy questions for the Council (remaining time)

**Policy #1**  
How will departmental grading standards be collected, reviewed, and enforced? (By us? Academic Affairs? Deans?) May individual instructors override departmental standards at will?

**Policy #2**  
How can we add cross-departmental statistical comparisons (which many people have requested)? Can we eliminate intra-departmental comparison by term? Will statistics be shared with department heads, deans, or anyone besides instructors themselves?

**Policy #3**  
Have we considered other metrics besides %As, like class rankings or mean grade? How will we contend with FERPA restrictions?